
Linguistic Reform In Meiji Japan 1868-1912:

The Meiji period in Japan, spanning from 1868 to 1912, witnessed a remarkable
transformation in various aspects of Japanese society. One of the most significant
changes was the linguistic reform movement. This movement aimed to
modernize the Japanese language, aligning it with the evolving needs of the
nation. The linguistic reform movement brought about new interventions in
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Japanese studies, enhancing the understanding and exploration of this critical
period in Japan's history.

The Need for Linguistic Reform

Prior to the Meiji period, Japanese language usage was predominantly traditional
and rooted in classical Japanese, known as "kanbun." With the emergence of a
new era focused on industrialization, modernization, and Westernization, there
arose a pressing need for linguistic reform. The classical language proved
inadequate in expressing the concepts and vocabulary associated with these
significant societal changes.
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Furthermore, as Japan opened its doors to the wider world and established
diplomatic relationships with Western powers, there was a growing realization
that the Japanese language needed to adapt and incorporate foreign loanwords
and terms. The linguistic reform movement addressed these concerns and paved
the way for the evolution of the Japanese language into its modern form.

The Role of Scholars and Academics
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During the Meiji period, a group of linguists, scholars, and academics emerged as
prominent figures in driving linguistic reform. These individuals not only studied
the existing Japanese language but also explored foreign languages,
comparative linguistics, and translation techniques. Their extensive research and
efforts laid the foundation for the transformation of the Japanese language.

Leading linguists like Yukichi Fukuzawa and Masao Oishi played pivotal roles in
introducing linguistic concepts from Western academia and adapting them to the
Japanese context. They emphasized the importance of linguistic reforms to
facilitate efficient communication within Japan and with the outside world.

Key Initiatives in Linguistic Reform

Several key initiatives were undertaken during the Meiji period to implement
linguistic reform:

1. Creation of Kana-based Writings: One of the early interventions was the
simplification of written Japanese using kana scripts. Traditional kanji
characters were considered complex and time-consuming. By introducing
hiragana and katakana, the written language became more accessible and
facilitated literacy among the general population.

2. Standardization of Vocabulary: The reform movement aimed to
standardize vocabulary and promote linguistic consistency. Efforts were
made to unify various dialects and regional differences, establishing a
common language that could be understood across the nation.

3. Incorporation of Loanwords: The of foreign loanwords was a crucial
aspect of linguistic reform. The Japanese language began incorporating
words and concepts from various Western languages, particularly English, to
adapt to the changing socio-economic landscape.



4. Translation and Adaptation: The translation of foreign texts played a
significant role in linguistic reform, both for educational purposes and the
dissemination of knowledge. Scholars meticulously translated and adapted
Western works, making them accessible to Japanese readers.

5. Promotion of Literacy: The linguistic reform movement also focused on
promoting literacy and education among the general populace. The
availability of simplified written language supported mass education efforts,
leading to increased literacy rates.

Impact and Legacy

The linguistic reform movement in Meiji Japan had a profound impact on various
aspects of Japanese society. It played a crucial role in nation-building, fostering a
sense of unity and shared language. The modernization of Japanese language
facilitated communication, not only within the country but also with international
partners.

Linguistic reform opened up new avenues for literary expression and academic
advancement. It allowed Japanese authors to explore contemporary themes and
ideas, expanding the possibilities of Japanese literature. The of loanwords and
foreign influences enriched the language with new concepts and perspectives.

The linguistic reforms of the Meiji period continue to shape the Japanese
language and its studies today. New interventions in Japanese studies have
emerged to explore the historical, cultural, and linguistic significance of this
transformative era. Scholars and researchers delve into the linguistic reform
movement to gain insights into the socio-political context, language evolution, and
the influence of Western ideals on Japan.



The linguistic reform movement in Meiji Japan from 1868 to 1912 brought about
significant changes to the Japanese language, aligning it with the needs of a
rapidly modernizing nation. The alterations in language paved the way for
enhanced communication, academic advancement, and cultural exploration. The
interventions in Japanese studies fueled by the linguistic reform movement
continue to shed light on this crucial period in Japan's history and its lasting
legacy.
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A free open access ebook is available upon publication. Learn more at
www.luminosoa.org.

Language, Nation, Race explores the various language reforms at the onset of
Japanese modernity, a time when a “national language” (kokugo) was produced
to standardize Japanese. Faced with the threat of Western colonialism, Meiji
intellectuals proposed various reforms to standardize the Japanese language in
order to quickly educate the illiterate masses. This book liberates these language
reforms from the predetermined category of the “nation,” for such a notion had yet
to exist as a clear telos to which the reforms aspired. Atsuko Ueda draws on,
while critically intervening in, the vast scholarship of language reform that
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engaged with numerous works of postcolonial and cultural studies. She examines
the first two decades of the Meiji period, with specific focus on the issue of race,
contending that no analysis of imperialism or nationalism is possible without it.
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